
COPPER CARE & MAINTENANCE 
 

Copper is a surprisingly resistant metal that is easy to maintain. Copper tables and other pieces 
can be used for all normal household tasks. Our copper tops are crafted by hand from solid 
sheets of recycled copper that have a patina applied, and then hammered and wrapped around 
a wood substrate. Finally, a wax coating is applied to seal the copper and preserve the finish. 
The wax also protects the copper against spills and prevents further oxidation. The easiest way 
to care for your copper tabletop is to use placemats, coasters and hot pads. 
 
Daily Cleaning: Dust or wipe with a soft, clean cloth. You can also use a mild soap, warm water 
and a soft, clean cloth to wipe down and clean. For more stubborn or tough cleaning needs, use 
a soft nylon brush with warm, soapy water. Just be sure to dry right after. Always dry after 
cleaning. The natural patina process can be affected by the mineral content in your water 
supply. Removing any standing water and drying after cleaning is recommended to prevent 
calcium staining and mineral buildup. 
 
No Chemical Cleaners: Dust or wipe your table as mentioned above. Do not use harsh 
chemical cleaners or abrasives to clean your tabletop. Chemicals and abrasive cleaners will 
have the ability to strip the wax as well as the patina finish. Avoid coarse, acidic, citrus or 
alcohol based cleaners. Do not use steelwool, brillo pads, “copper cleaners”, metal polishes or 
wire brushes as they will strip the patina.  
 
Waxing & Protecting: To maintain the look of and protect your copper tabletop, you should 
re-apply a protective wax coating every few weeks. The copper should be waxed when water no 
longer beads up on the surface. This will bring a healthy shine back to your copper tabletop as 
well. We recommend the use a clear paste wax. SC Johnson paste wax works very well. It is 
durable, easy to find and very reasonably priced. Use a soft clean cloth to apply a thin layer of 
wax over the entirety of the copper surface. Let dry for 10-15 minutes and then polish with a soft 
clean cloth. For an extra lustrous finish, use a soft buffing pad on a drill.  
 
Scratches, Stains & Stripped Finish: What do you do if you scrubbed through the patina, let 
something acidic set for too long or scratched the surface of your table? Nothing. Leave the spot 
as is for the time being. As copper is a “living” medium, it will essentially ‘heal’ itself and oxidize 
with time. Once the affected spot has regained its patina, re-apply wax to protect it. This will 
typically take a few weeks for this to happen naturally. There are a few products that can help to 
hurry the patina process along. Do some research before slathering your table in unknown 
substances though, and always test small spots in unseen areas first.  
 
Protect From Heat: Resting hot pots and pans directly on the copper can lead to discoloration 
and marking of the copper. Use trivets, hot pads or anything else to protect your copper tabletop 
from very hot items.  


